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“Computer Based Mock Exams” as close to real as possible.
Computer Based Mock Exams

How to access the computer based mock exams

Step 1

Click here
Computer Based Mock Exams

Step 2

Click here to choose your Computer Based Exam
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Step 3

Choose the test you would like to take from the list.
Endocrine and Cardiovascular Diseases MOCK Test

Ready to test your exam preparation in actual exam sitting like Mock Exam?

At the end of the exam you will be able to review your results and analyze your performance. The result review page will also allow you to review each question you attempted (whether correct or wrong answer). Once ready click on "Start Exam" button at the bottom of this window and you will start your mock exam.

Good Luck II

Click Here when you are ready to start you test
Question 1 of 111
Endocrine and Cardiovascular Diseases MOCK Test

Which of the following Atrial fibrillation can be categorized as paroxysmal?

- Typically lasts less than 24 hours (can be upto 7 days)
- Continues for more than one week and require electric or pharmacologic cardioversion.
- Continuous duration usually >1y
- Persistent or permanent

Click here to go to Next Question
Click here to come back and do the question later

Review you answer before submitting

*On the actual test You can only use the on screen Scientific Calculator, and a White board and marker.